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A solution to Independent Living 



Welcome to the World of Blinds 

 

 

“Around one in five adults in the 

UK is disabled, and more than 

one million of those live alone. 

With the right support and facili-

ties, leading an  independent life 

with a  physical or learning disa-

bility is now more achievable than 

ever”  (NHS, 2014) 

 

 

 

Is your home adequate for your needs or does it 

need adjustments ?  

One need that is often overlooked is the ability of the 

homeowner or resident to be able open and close their 

window blinds  and curtains with ease... 

Here at Elite Blinds UK we can make any bespoke       

window blind and take the customers needs into consider-

ation at the design stage of the consultation.  

Established since 1991 , Elite Blinds UK staff and gained a 

wealth of knowledge and expertise in the Window Blinds 

and Shutter arena. We have a dedicated work force  and 

make most of our blinds in our factory in Blackburn. 

As members of the BBSA we take safety and function of 

Window Blinds very seriously and all our blinds adhere to  

child safely regulations and conform to EN13120  

We have designed and supplied window blinds to the NHS, 

Schools, Care/ Respite Homes, Day Centres, Commercial 

buildings and in the customers own homes.  

Each Window blind and Shutter we supply and fit comes 

with a warranty and  a piece of mind that we will provide 

the same professional aftercare . 

 

The free measure and design consultation we offer in the 

comfort of your home will provide an opportunity for 

you to select fabric samples and match them against your 

windows and décor, we can even provide swatch fabrics 

for you. 



 

  
100% wireless WireFreeTM range 

These independent motors are 

operated by solar or battery pow-

er, with one to five years of bat-

tery life depending on usage.  

 
  

The quiet Sonesse range 

  
This smooth and silent interior blind 

range is dedicated to preserving the 

 

  
The “my“ function 

This clever function lets you line up 

your blinds perfectly with a central-

ised remote control.  

 

No more cables or strings that get tangled up! 
With just one click you can open or close your 
blind with perfect positioning and alignment.  

Somfy motors are also ideal for large windows, 
high-up or hard to reach shades. 

Motorised blinds enable the user to open and 
close the blinds by use of a remote control. Thus 
maintaining their independence.  

Motorised blinds and curtains are perfect for 

hard to reach places. One handset can operate 

blinds in the same room at the same time, and 

with a timer, you can let the system do everything 

for you.  

Tailor Made for you  

The benefits of  a Somfy  

motorised interior blind 

  
Compatible with all Somfy RTS 

products. 

“My new motorised window blinds enable me to 
adjust the blinds during the day when my wife is 
out. Being in a wheelchair I could not reach the 

blinds we used to have ...but now I have my        
Independence again. When the sun is shining I 

can adjust them….the remote is easy to use. and 
they were very affordable, money well spent”   

(Mr G, Blackburn) 

Roller, Roman or Venetian, the choice is yours 

http://www.somfy.co.uk/produits/1000494/cord-lift-wirefreetm-rts
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